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1 Overview

There is clearly a demand within the community for some sort of standards for exchanging annotated language
data among tools. This has become especially urgent because of the emergence of web services, which has
enabled the availability of language processing tools that can and should interact with one another, in
particular, by forming pipelines that can branch off in multiple directions to accomplish application-specific
processing.

The purpose of this group is to define a Web Service Exchange Protocol (WSEP) that specifies a termi-
nology for a core of linguistic objects and features exchanged among NLP tools that consume and produce
linguistically annotated data. The WSEP could be generalized to apply to data exchange among tools in
general rather than web services alone. As such, it addresses a need within the community to not only
identify a standard terminology, but also indicate the relations among them.

There are two general considerations for the design of the WSEP:

• What are the linguistic entities and their features that constitute the input and output of language
processing tools?

• How should they be represented for the purposes of interchange among web services?

In answering these questions, we make the following assumptions:

1. The objects and features defined in the WSEP will be based as much as possible on current practice.

2. The WSEP will provide a core set of objects and features, on the principle that “simpler is better”.

3. The WSEP will provide for (principled) definition of additional objects and features beyond the core
to represent more specialized tool input and output.

4. The design of the WSEP will not be governed by the processing requirements or preferences of particular
tools, systems, or frameworks.

5. The WSEP will be required only for interchange among web services performing NLP tasks. As such
it can serve as a “pivot” format to which user and tool-specific formats can be mapped.

6. The WSEP will be designed so as to allow for easy, one-to-one mapping from terms designating linguistic
objects and features commonly produced and consumed by NLP tools that are wrapped as web services.
It is not necessary for the mapping to be object-to-object or feature-to-feature.

7. The web service provider is responsible for providing wrappers that perform the mapping from internally-
used formats to and/or from the WSEP.

8. The WSEP format should be compact to facilitate the transfer of large datasets.

9. The WSEP format will be chosen to take advantage, to the extent possible, of existing technological
infrastructures and standards.

2 Linguistic entities

This section addresses the first of the two general questions outlined in the previous section: What are the
linguistic entities and their features that constitute the input and output of language processing tools?

We can distinguish the following:

• labels associated with units of annotation, i.e., structural entities such as words, tokens, sentences,
constituents, or other types of markable.
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Name Input Form Output Form Example

Stanford tagger pt n/a word pos opl box NN1
XML n/a XML inline <word id=”0” pos=”VB”>Let</word>

NaCTeM tagger pt n/a word/pos inline box/NN1
CLAWS (1) pt n/a word pos inline box NN1
CLAWS (2) pt n/a XML inline <w id=”2” pos=”NN1”>Type</w>
CST Copenhagen pt n/a word/pos inline box/NN1
TreeTagger pt? n/a word pos lem opl TheDT the
TnT token opl word pos opl der ART

word (pos pr)+ opl Falkenstein NE 8.00 NN 1.99
Twitter NLP pt opl word pos conf opl smh G 0.9406
NLTK pt s, bls [(’word’, ’pos’)] inline [(’At’, ’IN’), (’eight’, ’CD’),]
OpenNLP splitter pt n/a sentences ospl I can’t tell you if he’s here.
OpenNLP tokenizer sent ospl tokens wss, ospl I can ’t tell you if he ’s here .
OpenNLP tagger tok wss, ospl word pos ospl At IN eight CD o’clock JJ on IN

pt = plain text
opl = one per line
ospl = one sentence per line
was = white space separated
bps = blank line separated

Table 1: input and output formats for some well-known tools

• features associated with units of annotation that provide more detailed information. Features are
not subject to further annotation.

• links between objects that identify a relation between them, e.g., a dominance relation (constituent
X is grammatical subject of sentence Y), a dependency relation (token X is a modifier of token Y), a
discourse relation (discourse unit X is in contrast to discourse unit Y), an anaphoric relation (referring
expression X is coreferent with referring expressing Y), an alignment relation (word X expresses the
same meaning as word Y).

The distinction between labels and features is not fixed: for example, many part-of-speech taggers treat
the “token” as the label (entity) and items such as “lemma” and “POStag” as features associated with the
token, while others regard “lemma” and/or “POStag” as annotation labels (entities) in their own right.
Labels and links can also be interchanged, the obvious example being syntactic role in a dependency parse,
which is typically treated as a link label, whereas it is an entity label for a constituency parse. Furthermore,
in some approaches, establishing a link between two concepts entails that a structural entity is created,
consisting of the relation and the units connected by the relation (e.g., in Rhetorical Structure Theory, Mann
and Thompson 1987), which can itself be annotated.

2.1 Current practice

Early stages of processing, including for example sentence splitting, tokenization, lemmatization, and part of
speech tagging, have a more or less stable set of entities associated with them, even if the subset used varies
from tool to tool. This is likely true for many syntactic processors as well. Tools later in the chain that
perform more sophisticated linguistic processing vary much more widely in their input and output. It seems
therefore possible to define a set of objects and features for early/simple processing stages, as a starting
point.

Therefore, to create some basis for development of the protocols, we treat a simple case: a pipeline
that calls a service for each of the following: data source delivery, sentence splitting, tokenization, (possibly
lemmatization), part of speech tagging. Table 1 summarizes the input and output of a relatively small sample
of existing tools, primarily for English. The table shows that input and output is usually simple, for example,
part of speech taggers typically deliver only token and POS, occasionally with lemma.

Other systems allow for the definition of much richer inventories of linguistic entities and features–for
example, UIMA type systems1 typically define relatively fine-grained inventories of entities and features for

1UIMA type systems are used internally by the system for processing data and annotations by a CAS (Common Analysis
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Label Features Comment

Sentence producer processor(s) that generated the annotation(s)
sentenceType identification of the splitting rules used
sentenceId

Token producer processor(s) that generated the annotation(s)
tokenType identification of the tokenization rules used
tagset tag set used
start beginning offset
end end offset
tokenID
msd postag or ist of msd/probability pairs
baseForm lemma
stemmedForm
orth uppercase, upperInitial, etc.
kind abbreviation, word, simplex, punctuation, etc.

Table 2: Straw man proposal for a type system for early processing stages

linguistic phenomena. The type systems are sometimes published for use by others, but even within this
relatively closed environment, multiple systems exist with varying structures and level of detail. See, for
example, the Julie Lab type system for morpho-syntax2 and the UIMA type system for Tokens developed
in the DARPA GALE project3 Other resources, such as the ANNIE schemas (XML) for different linguistic
phenomena in GATE4, provide type systems as well. Several additional type systems and schemas are
available at http://www.anc.org/LAPPS/EP/materials/.

We propose a set of entities and features for a simple pipeline including sentence splitting, tokenization,
and pos tagging, shown in Table 2, as a starting point for discussion. This set is chosen based on an assessment
of the materials cited above, and also according to the principle that “simple is better”. We have therefore
opted to specify a small set of basic entities and features that are common to most NLP tools, to which
tool-specific names can be mapped. Additional entities and/or features can also be included in the output
of any service and potentially consumed by any other if they are name and structure compatible.

This is not necessarily an exhaustive list, but is intended to provide a basis for discussion. The names
used are also not intended to be taken as definitive at this point. This group needs to define the relevant
linguistic entities and features for interchange and provide them with standardized names, to which tool-
specific names designating the same entities and features can be mapped. For example, the GATE system
designates a token with the name ”Token” with a capital ”t”, which would have to be mapped to ”token” if
the above naming conventions were adopted.

Note that producer, sentenceType, tokenType and tagset can be given once as metadata rather than on
every sentence or token.

2.2 Data sources

Proposal for documents that serve as data sources; these may consist of either annotated or unannotated
data.

Data source types:

• TextDoc

• AudioDoc

• VideoDoc

• WebDoc

MetaData for data sources: all data sources will have this information.

System).
2Available at http://www.anc.org/LAPPS/EP/materials/julie-lab-types-2-1.6.8/julie-morpho-syntax-types.xml.
3Available at http://www.anc.org/LAPPS/EP/materials/GTS1.0/GaleTokenTypes.xml.
4http://gate.ac.uk
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• DocID

• Source

• Language

• Encoding

• others, depending on type–see e.g., GaleDocTypes.xml

Annotation document types:

• SentenceAnnotationDoc

• TokenAnnotationDoc

• posTaggedDoc

• ...

3 Representation

Standoff is the preferred method of representation for linguistic annotations. Currently, many tools deliver
inline annotations; here we propose to allow only standoff in the WSEPs.

We propose the JSON-based Serialization for Linked Data (JSON-LD) to represent linguistically an-
notated data for the purposes of web service exchange. The JavaScript Object Notation (JSON)5 is a
lightweight, text-based, language-independent data interchange format that defines a small set of formatting
rules for the portable representation of structured data. JSON-LD allows existing JSON to be interpreted
as Linked Data with minimal changes. JSON-LD is primarily intended to be a way to use Linked Data in
Web-based programming environments, to build interoperable Web services, and to store Linked Data in
JSON-based storage engines. Because JSON-LD is 100% compatible with JSON, the large number of JSON
parsers and libraries available today can be reused.6

JSON and JSON-LD overview

JSON is built on two structures:

• A JSON object, consisting of an unordered set of name/value pairs. In various languages, this is
realized as an object, record, struct, dictionary, hash table, keyed list, or associative array.

• An array, consisting of an ordered collection of values. In most languages, this is realized as an array,
vector, list, or sequence.

JSON-LD differs from JSON in the following ways:

• In contrast to JSON, in JSON-LD the keys in an object must be unique.

• JSON-LD uses the same array representation as JSON; however, order is preserved in regular JSON
arrays, but in JSON-LD arrays are unordered by default, unless specifically defined.

JSON-LD syntax

An object structure is represented by surrounding zero or more key-value pairs with a { (left brace) and }
(right brace). Each name is followed by “:” (colon) and the name/value pairs are separated by “,” (comma).

An array begins with [ (left bracket) and ends with ] (right bracket). Values are separated by “,” (comma).

A value can be a string in double quotes, a number, true or false, null, or an object or an array. These
structures can be nested.
In addition to the features JSON provides, JSON-LD includes:

5See http://www.json.org and http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc4627.txt.
6See http://www.json.org for an extensive list of over 50 programming and scripting languages that provide support for

JSON.
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• a universal identifier mechanism for JSON objects via the use of Internationalized Resource Identifiers
(IRIs).

• a way to disambiguate keys shared among different JSON documents by mapping them to IRIs via a
context.

• a mechanism in which a value in a JSON object may refer to a JSON object on a different site on the
Web.

• the ability to annotate strings with their language.

• a way to associate datatypes with values such as dates and times.

• a facility to express one or more directed graphs in a single document.

The first three extensions provide a means to provide web-based, standardized definitions of linguistic
labels, features, categories, processors, etc. that can be referenced from JSON-LD representations.

The data model used for JSON-LD is a labeled directed graph, as in LAF/GrAF, RDF, and many other
commonly used data representations. The ability to represent directed graphs enables natural expression of
structures common to many annotations, such as constituency trees, etc. as well as association of annotations
with other annotations (e.g., coreference links, annotations over groups of tokens, etc., rather than directly
to primary data.

A JSON-LD object has a @context property that provides definitions of the names used in the JSON
structure. The context can be included in the JSON or linked to it. The example below shows a fragment of
JSON-LD representing Token annotations produced in GATE using the ANNIE tokenizer.

{

"@context": {

"@base": "http://example.com/result/of/pos/tagging/",

"AnnotationOutput": "http://iso-ep.schema.org/AnnotationOutput",

"commonProperties": "http://iso-ep.schema.org/commonProperties/",

"annotations": "http://iso-ep.schema.org/listOfAnnotations",

"TextAnnotation": "http://iso-ep.schema.org/TextAnnotation",

"graf": "http://graf.anc.org/1.0/",

"gate": "http://gate.schema.repo/"

"@language": "en",

"label": "http://iso-ep.schema.org/label",

"start": {

"@id": "http://iso-ep.schema.org/start",

"@type": "http://www.xces.org/ns/GrAF/1.0/#character-anchor"

}

"end": {

"@id":"http://iso-ep.schema.org/end",

"@type": "http://www.xces.org/ns/GrAF/1.0/#character-anchor"

}

/* also need to define "features" and the

individual feature names */

"tokenType": {

"@id": "http://iso-ep.schema.org/tokenType",

"@type": "@id"

},

"tagset": {

"@id": "http://iso-ep.schema.org/tagsetType",

"@type": "@id"

},

"annie-tokens": "http://gate.schema.repo/ANNIEtokens",
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"penn": "http://penn.schema.repo/PennTreebankTagset",

"annie-tokenizer": "http://gate.schema.repo/ANNIETokenizer",

"annie-tagger": "http://gate.schema.repo/ANNIETagger",

},

/* this is the type of this object -

ie. the whole response from the POS tagger */

"@type": "AnnotationOutput",

"commonProperties": {

"tokenType": "annie-tokens",

"tagset" : "penn",

"processor : "@list": [ annie-tokenizer", "annie-tagger"]

},

"annotations": [

{

"@type": "TextAnnotation",

"@id": "ptbTok-2",

"label": "token",

"start": 1,

"end": 5,

"aSet": "Annotations",

"msd": "DT",

"kind": "word",

"orth": "upperInitial",

"string": "This",

"lemma": "this"

},

{

"@type": "Annotation"

"@id": "ptbTok-6",

"start": 6,

"end": 8,

"aSet": "Annotations",

"label": "token",

"msd": "VBZ",

"kind": "word",

"orth": "lowercase",

"string": "is",

"lemma": "be"

},

. . .

The JSON-LD can be considerably shortened if all of the properties and types in the document come from
the same vocabulary–i.e., are defined at the same site (e.g., schema.org). This is done by setting a common
prefix using the @vocab specification in the @context section. If a property or type in the document does
not match a term defined in the context, the common prefix is used. If we assume that there is a vocabulary of
properties and types for linguistically annotated data defined at http://iso-ep.schema.org/, the example
above can be shortened to the following:

{

"@context": {

"@base": "http://example.com/result/of/pos/tagging/",

"@vocab": "http://iso-ep.schema.org/"

"@language": "en",

}

"commonProperties": {

"tokenType": "annie-tokens",
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"tagset" : "penn",

"processor" : {

"@list": [

"@id": "http://gate.ac.uk/schema/annie-tokenizer",

"@id": "http://gate.ac.uk/schema/annie-tagger" ]

},

"annotations": [

{

"@type": "TextAnnotation",

"@id": "ptbTok-2",

"label": "token",

"start": 1,

"end": 5,

"aSet": "Annotations",

"msd": "DT",

"kind": "word",

"orth": "upperInitial",

"string": "This",

"lemma": "this"

},

{

"@type": "TextAnnotation"

"@id": "ptbTok-6",

"start": 6,

"end": 8,

"aSet": "Annotations",

"label": "token",

"msd": "VBZ",

"kind": "word",

"orth": "lowercase",

"string": "is",

"lemma": "be"

},

. . .

Relations among annotations such as parent-child in a tree or graph, as well as coreference and temporal
links, etc., are specified by using features to provide the id value of the related annotation. The example
below shows a fragment of a Penn Treebank annotation where a noun phrase (NP) has two tokens as children:

{

"start": 65,

"end": 76,

"gate:aSet": "Standoff markups"

"graf:aSet": "ptbtok",

"graf:id": "ptb-n00019",

"gate:id": 66,

"@id": "ptb-n00019",

"label": "token",

"msd": "NN"

},

{

"start": 61,

"end": 64,

"gate:aSet": "Standoff markups"

"graf:aSet": "ptbtok",

"graf:id": "ptb-n00018",

"gate:id": 67,

"@id": "ptb-n00018",

"label": "token",
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"msd": "PRP$"

},

. . .

{

"start": 61,

"end": 76,

"gate:aSet": "Standoff markups"

"graf:aSet": "ptb",

"graf:id": "ptb-n00017",

"gate:id": 106,

"@id": "ptb-n00017",

"label": "NP",

"graf:edge": {

"@list": [ "ptb-n00019", "ptb-n00018 " ]

}

}

},

. . .

The feature "graf:edge" provides an ordered list of the id values of the tokens that are the children of
the NP object.

Prefixes such as graf: and gate: are used provide information specific to certain representations or tools,
in this case, ids assigned by GATE processing and ids assigned in a GrAF representation.7 “Namespaces” of
this kind are required to enable the round-trip to and from the JSON representation, by keeping all relevant
information. In JSON-LD, this is accomplished using a compact IRI, which is a way of expressing an
IRI using a prefix and suffix separated by a colon (:). The prefix is a term taken from the active context
consisting of a short string identifying a particular IRI. In the example above, the prefixes graf and gate are
defined as referring to the IRIs http://graf.anc.org/1.0/ and http://gate.schema.repo/, respectively.
Within the JSON-LD document, one can append any of the GrAF or GATE vocabulary terms defined at the
associated IRI to the end of the prefix to specify a short-hand version of the absolute IRI for the vocabulary
term. For example, graf:edge would be expanded to the IRI http://graf.anc.org/1.0/edge.

One of the most important properties of JSON-LD is the ability to refer to online repositories of term
definitions (see e.g., schema.org). This means that the WSEP can specify a core set of terms designating
objects and features and make it available online, while less common objects/features returned by a producer
can be suitably defined at a given IRI, which can in turn be included in the @context prologue of the
JSON-LD representation. This assumes that suitable definitions of tag sets, tools, etc. are available for such
reference–minimally, a document describing a tag set or tool, but ideally, this would be a term repository
(e.g., the GATE repository defining the ANNIE system’s tokenization rules, as in the first example above).

As a final note, we should point out that in some cases, repositories such as ISOCat and/or ontologies
such as OLiA’s reference model 8 or the General Ontology of Linguistic Description (GOLD)9 may provide
a web-based reference for linguistic categories and concepts included in the output of language processing
tools. However, these repositories are intended to serve as “interface models” of linguistic concepts to which
specific tag sets etc. are mapped, not as annotation schemes themselves. For example, the OLiA site
includes multiple tagsets mapped to the core OLiA reference model, thus providing a sort of interlingua for
the varying schemes and enabling comparison and mappings among them. In an ideal universe, annotation
scheme developers would not only provide term repositories for their tagsets, but would also link them via
RDF/OWL to reference ontologies such as OLiA.

4 Putting it all together

Each web service publishes two pieces of information: provides and requires, which specify its input and
output objects/features. These methods must be provided by the service. The results may be in the form
of a discriminator vector of values that uniquely identify each object and feature included in the input or
output.

7This example was produced by importing Penn Treebank syntax annotations represented in GrAF into GATE and then
converting the resulting GATE document to JSON.

8http://nachhalt.sfb632.uni-potsdam.de/owl/
9http://www.linguistics-ontology.org
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Compatibility between two services in terms of using the output of one (service1) as the input to another
(service 2) is established when the results of the requires method call to service2 is a subset10 of the results
of the produces method call for service1.

If a tool does not directly produce its results or consume its input in the form of JSON, the encapsulating
service must also provide a mapping to and from the input and output JSON realizations that can be used
internally by the tool.

10The subset relation holds if the results are identical, i.e., a set is a (non-proper) subset of itself.
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